Parkrimp Crimpers.
Easy to use for safe and reliable high performance
hose assemblies
With Parkrimp, you benefit from
a full-length crimp. Our low-profile
design makes routing hose
assemblies easy. No-Skive
hoses and fittings combine with
the Parkrimp system to create
high-quality, reliable hydraulic
hose assemblies every time.

Parker’s Parkrimp
system provides
users with several key
advantages:
• Perfect alignment: Parker’s
exclusive Parkalign™ system
features a positive-stop design that
positions the fitting in the die for a
perfect crimp every time. Parkalign
benefits operators by enabling
them to “feel” that the hose is in
the right position to be crimped, as
compared to “eyeballing” the proper
position of the fitting in a variable
crimper.
• Efficient design: Bottomloading
Parkrimp crimpers make it much
easier for operators to manage long
hose assemblies.
• Linked dies: Parkrimp dies are
linked together to prevent
segments from being
misplaced or worse,
mismatched.

• Color-coded dies: Parkrimp dies
are color coded by size, making
for easy identification and reduced
set-up time.
• Durability: Since they were
introduced in 1980, Parkrimp
crimpers have been designed
and manufactured to provide
years of reliable service.
• Decals: Parkrimp crimpers come
with an information-rich decal that
provides the list of proper hose and
fitting combinations, tools required
and the crimp specification for each
hose and fitting combination.
• Crimpsource: the most complete
online resource for Parker crimp
specifications, technical manuals,
decals and more.

The complete system from
one source: No-Skive hose,
No-Skive fittings, and crimping
machines with worldwide
availability and service.
Parker Hose Product Division
also offers a full line of crimping
accessories, including conversion
kits, cabinets, cut-off saws, push-on
tables, die racks, and mandrel tool
kits. See the Equipment section for
full details.

Modular design with all
the familiar Parkrimp
system advantages
Parker offers two Parkrimp-style
modular crimpers – the Karrykrimp
and the Karrykrimp 2. Their modular
design enables the customer to
choose between the portability that
Parker Karrykrimp crimpers have
always offered and the new option
to make these same crimpers
bench-mounted units.
The modular design gives users the
flexibility of a portable crimper with the
advantage of increased productivity
when connected to the stationary
power unit.

Modular Crimper –
Portable or BenchMounted
			
Karrykrimp
Karrykrimp 2
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Karrykrimp
Bench Mount

Karrykrimp 2
Bench Mount

Eight-segment crimp
dies provide a smooth,
even, 360-degree crimp.

Our linked crimp dies
keep die segments
together. No loose parts
to mismatch or misplace.

Dies are color coded by
size for easy identification
and reduced set-up time.

Bottom-loading operation
makes it easy to handle
long hose assemblies.

Parker’s exclusive Parkalign™
feature positions the fitting in
the dies perfectly every time.

Parkrimp dies are color coded and linked
together – making them easy to use.

The Parkalign system’s positive stop
feature ensures users will make a perfect
crimp every time.

Downloadable decals are just
one of the many assets found
on Crimpsource.

The modular crimper features:
• A single crimping unit can be either
portable or bench-mounted
• Faster cycle times on bench
mounted units
• Increased height enables longer
bent tube fittings to be crimped
• Cylinder maintenance on the
Karrykrimp 2 is now possible
Parker’s Parkrimp® System continues
to lead the industry in ease of use,
accuracy and effectiveness. The
Parkrimp system is designed to
crimp fittings to the proper diameter
every time, meaning fluid power
professionals will not waste valuable
time dialing variable settings that can
produce mis-crimps. Designed to
produce accurate crimps from the
first time it’s used, Parkrimp system
crimpers require no calibration and
continuously produce proper crimps,
time after time.

Parker Crimpsource

TM

Crimpsource is the industry’s most
complete resource for crimper
technical information. It contains all
of the crimp specifications approved
for Parker’s rubber, industrial and
thermoplastic hose:
• Crimp specs
• PDFs of technical manuals
for easy downloading
• Parts lists
• Troubleshooting advice
• PDFs of crimper decals for
immediate printing

A series of drop-down menus enables
users to find what they need quickly
and easily. Choose your crimper and
then select the hose, fittings and
current specifications needed to make
hose assemblies.

Crimpsource provides easy
access to all the specifications
necessary to correctly fabricate
a factory quality hose assembly.

You can also print a simple-to-follow
data specification sheet or crimper
decal. Crimpsource is available at
www.parker.com/crimpsource.
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